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APPLICATION: AGRICULTURAL MACHINES AND SPRAYERS FOR GENERAL WEEDING SECTOR

OPERATING CONDITIONS:
Maximum operati ng temperature:

OPTIONAL FEATURES:

DESIGN FEATURES:

GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
This new Isometric pressure gauge, unlike the current models on the market, which use a single spring for both low and high 
pressure, uses two diff erent Bourdon tubes for low and high pressure powered by the same connecti on.
So, we have obtained a double pressure gauge with two diff erent manometric movements but integrated in the same gauge 
that move two overlaid pointers connected to the same central rotati on axis on the pressure gauge, indicati ng the two diff erent 
pressures on two arcs circumference. This constructi on increase the life of the pressure gauge. Furthermore, this new constructi on 
achieves the aim of having decimal reading and accuracy.

Ambient:
- from -10°C to +65°C (glycerine fi lled)
- from -30°C to +65°C (silicone oil fi lled)
Process fl uid:
- from +5°C to +70°C (glycerine fi lled)
- from -30°C to +70°C (silicon oil fi lled)
Operati ng pressure:
- stati c: 75% F.S.V
- dynamic: 60% F.S.V.
Overpressure:
Maximum 35% over F.S.V;
Thermal deviati on: maximum ±0.3% of span every 
10°C of deviati on from reference temperature of 20°C

PROCESS CONNECTION  
1/2” BSP DIN 16288

RING WITH RED
ADJUSTABLE POINTER

DIAPHRAGM FOR HIGH VISCOSITY FLUIDS 
AND HIGH PULSATING PRESSURE IN STAIN-

LESS STEEL AISI 316 AND VITON SEAL.

GLASS WINDOW

PROCESS CONNECTION
IN STAINLESS STEEL AISI 316

Diameter: 100 mm
Ranges: 5-25 and 15-60 
Opti onal: 20-60 and 8-25
Process connecti on: bott om connecti on, Nickel plated, 
Standard thread ¼” BSP DIN 16288
Precision: 1,6%
Body and ring: stainless steel AISI 304
Movement: Brass
Dial: screen-printed Aluminium
Pointers: painted aluminium 
(black for low pressure, blue for high pressure).
Window: Plexiglass
Degree of Protecti on: IP65
Bourdon tubes: AISI 316 stainless steel and Copper alloy

ISO MAX II, PRESSURE GAUGE FOR SPRAYERS (Patent pending)
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ITALMANOMETRI s.r.l.
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